SEQUIN BALDRIC SPECIFICATIONS

1. PATTERNS
Baldric patterns must be marked and graded using a computerized system to insure accuracy to fit to its respective band uniform jacket.

2. BINDING
Edges of baldrics with trim on the sides must be sandwich bound with matching binding. Edges of baldric without side trim will have a “fold-back” binding in eggshell shade to match the canvas backing. In addition, the bottom of all front-only or half baldrics must have “fold-back” binding in eggshell. All binding is to be 50/50 Polyester/Cotton blend Broadcloth bias cut.

3. TRIM
Trims wider than 1/2” must be sewn on with a zigzag stitch on EACH edge of the trim. Straight stitching is unacceptable.

4. BACKING
A heavy-duty canvas backing is to be used for shape retention and durability. Lightweight canvas or gabardine fabric is unacceptable.

Base fabric is sequin sewn down to its background fabric (glued-on sequins are NOT ACCEPTABLE).